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Abstract

Automatically mining named entities (NE)
is an important but challenging task,
pattern-based and bootstrapping strategy
is the most widely accepted solution. In
this paper, we propose a novel method for
NE mining using web document titles. In
addition to the traditional text patterns, we
propose to use url-text hybrid patterns that
introduce url criterion to better pinpoint
high-quality NEs. We also design a mul-
ticlass collaborative learning mechanism
in bootstrapping, in which different pat-
terns and different classes work together
to determine better patterns and NE in-
stances. Experimental results show that
the precision of NEs mined with the pro-
posed method is 0.96 and 0.94 on Chinese
and English corpora, respectively. Com-
parison result also shows that the proposed
method significantly outperforms a rep-
resentative method that mines NEs from
large-scale query logs.

1 Introduction

The task of named entity mining (NEM) aims to
mine named entities (NE) of given categories from
raw data. NEM is essential in many application-
s. For example, NEM can generate NE gazetteer-
s necessary for the task of named entity recog-
nition (NER) (Cohen and Sarawagi, 2004; Kaza-
ma and Torisawa, 2008; Talukdar et al., 2006). It
can also help improve the search results in web
search (Paşca, 2004), and increase the coverage of
knowledge graphs.

Extensive research has been conducted on
NEM, in which pattern-based methods are the
most popular. Handcrafted or automatically learnt
patterns are usually used to extract NE instances
from various corpora, such as web documents,

search engine’s retrieved snippets, and query logs.
Bootstrapping strategy is often applied to gener-
ate more patterns and instances iteratively so as to
improve the coverage of the system.

The method we propose also belongs to the fam-
ily of pattern-based NEM. However, our method is
a departure from the previous ones. It makes con-
tributions from the following aspects: First, we
design url-text hybrid patterns instead of the tra-
ditional text patterns. We take url criterion into
account, so as to measure the quality of the source
webpages. Second, we propose Multiclass Collab-
orative Learning (MCL) mechanism, which glob-
ally scores and ranks the patterns and NE instances
within mutiple classes in bootstrapping.

We evaluate our method in two languages, i.e.,
Chinese and English, so as to demonstrate the
language-independent nature of the method. We
mine NEs using the system for five categories
in both languages, including star, film, TV play,
song, and PC game. Experimental results show
that the average precision of the extracted NEs is
96% in Chinese and 94% in English. Meanwhile,
the average coverage computed against a bench-
mark repository is 61% and 55% for the two lan-
guages. Comparative experiments further show
that our method significantly outperforms a rep-
resentative conventional method.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review the previous studies on
NEM from three aspects: the data resource used,
the proposed methods, and particularly the boot-
strapping strategy.

Various resources have been exploited for
NEM. Many researchers make use of large-scale
web corpora and learn NEs surrounded by cer-
tain context patterns (Paşca, 2004; Downey et al.,
2007). Others mine NEs using web search en-
gines. They submit extraction patterns as queries
to search engines, and extract NEs matching the
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patterns from the retrieved snippets (Etzioni et al.,
2005; Etzioni et al., 2004; ?; Kozareva and Hovy,
2010). There are also studies extracting NEs struc-
tured HTML tables (Dalvi et al., 2012). Besides
web documents, NEs as well as their attributes can
also be mined from search engine query logs, s-
ince many users tend to search for named entities
in their queries (Paşca, 2007a; Paşca, 2007b).

As an alternative, this paper proposes to mine
NEs from vertical websites titles, based on our
observation that NEs of a class c can generally
be found in webpage titles of some vertical web-
sites of class c. Our statistics show that 99% out
of 10, 000 random NEs appear in webpage titles.
Besides, webpage titles have the advantage that
they are of better quality than free-text documents,
while less noisy than user queries.

Pattern-based methods are the most popular
ones in NEM (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Thelen and
Riloff, 2002; Etzioni et al., 2004; Paşca, 2004;
Talukdar et al., 2006; Paşca, 2007b; Wang and
Cohen, 2009; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010). NE ex-
traction patterns in previous papers can be roughly
classified into two types, i.e., Hearst patterns and
class-specific wrappers. Hearst patterns are named
after Hearst (1992), who among the first to design
patterns, such as “E is a C”, “C including E”, to
extract hyponyms / hypernyms. The surface pat-
terns were later extended to lexico-syntactic pat-
terns (Thelen and Riloff, 2002; Paşca, 2004), so
that the pattern-filling instances can be identified
more accurately via considered constraints.

Hearst patterns are binary patterns containing t-
wo slots. In contrast, class-specific wrappers are
unary patterns with a single slot (Paşca, 2007b;
Wang and Cohen, 2008). For example, the pat-
tern “the film * was directed by” is a wrapper for
the film class, in which the place holder “*” can be
replaced by any film name. Wrappers need to be
learnt for each NE class of interest. Our method
proposed in this paper is also a pattern-based one.
However, we design a novel type of url-text hybrid
pattern, which not only benefits from the conven-
tional textual wrappers, but also takes advantage
of url constraint.

Most methods mentioned above are weakly-
supervised, in which a few patterns, heuristic rules
or instances are fed to the system as seeds, and the
system enriches patterns and NE instances itera-
tively. Bootstrapping is widely used in these meth-
ods (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Thelen and Rilof-

f, 2002; Paşca, 2007b; Wang and Cohen, 2008).
The bootstrapping algorithm can effectively re-
duce manual intervention in building the system.
However, it is prone to noise brought in during it-
erations. We therefore design a Multiclass Collab-
orative Learning (MCL, detailed in Section 3.4)
mechanism in this paper, which guarantees the
quality of the generated new patterns and instances
by introducing inter-class and intra-class scoring
criteria.

3 Named Entity Mining

3.1 Overview of the Method

Multiclass Seeds

Multiclass Collaborative Learner
S1 S2 Sn……

Inter‐class scorer
Option Bootstrapping

Intra‐class scorer

Pat. Pat. Generation 

Linearly‐
combined scorer

seed Seed Extraction 
combined scorer

Figure 1: Framework of named entity mining

Named entities of a category are often orga-
nized in corresponding vertical websites, where
each named entity is displayed in a single web-
page. For example, it’s easy to extract film NEs
from IMDB1 web titles with regular expressions.

Our method learns NE extraction patterns from
web titles (text pattern) and introduces url con-
straint (url pattern) to make the extraction result-
s more precise. As described in Figure 1, our
method uses bootstrapping strategy in pattern gen-
eration and seed extraction. We also propose Mul-
ticlass Collaborative Learning (MCL) mechanism
to filter noise introduced in iterations.

3.2 URL-Text Hybrid Patterns

3.2.1 Motivation
Text patterns are widely used as wrappers in tasks
like information extraction and relation extrac-
tion. To improve the accuracy of wrappers, a
lot of constraints such as part-of-speech tags (Et-
zioni et al., 2005) and trigger words (Taluk-
dar et al., 2006) were introduced to tackle the

1www.imdb.com
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tricky conditions. However, simple wrapper-
s can also acquire high-quality NEs in specif-
ic conditions. For example, “ˆ(.+?)$” is quali-
fied to extract person name from the titles whose
corresponding urls match the regular expression
“http://www.nndb.com/people/\d+/\d+/”.

Based on the consideration above, we take
the quality of urls into consideration when using
wrappers. We use simple text patterns if the web-
sites are of high-quality, and have to use com-
plicated text patterns if the website’s quality is
low. We therefore design url-text hybrid pattern-
s to guarantee the capability of the patterns from
both url and text aspects.

3.2.2 URL Patterns

Similar urls share the same pattern in many web-
sites (Blanco et al., 2011). For example, all IMDB
webpages describing video information match pat-
tern “http://www.imdb.com/title/tt\d+/$”. There-
fore, we can take the url pattern as the identity of
the website. Url patterns are globally learned us-
ing a large-scale url database. The process is as
follows:

1. Given a url, we generate candidate url
patterns by replacing the segments sepa-
rated with “/” from its non-domain parts
with slots respectively. For example,
for url: “www.AAA.com/BBB/123” in
which “/BBB/123” is the non-domain
part, we can generate two candidate pat-
terns “www.AAA.com/SLOT/123” and
“www.AAA.com/BBB/SLOT”.

2. All candidate patterns are accumulated on
the url database. The ones with a frequency
above a pre-defined threshold k are retained.

3. For each retained candidate pattern, we
generate the final url pattern by replac-
ing the slot with a regular expression
based on the statistics of its slot filler-
s. For instance, for the candidate pat-
tern “www.AAA.com/BBB/SLOT”, if the s-
lot can be filled with “123”, “234”, and
“456”, then the slot can be replaced with
“\d+”, meaning that this slot can be
filled with any number sequence. Ac-
cordingly, the final url pattern should be
“www.AAA.com/BBB/\d+”.

3.2.3 Text Patterns
Text patterns are commonly used in NEM. Here
we use a classical method to generate text patterns.
Given a seed NE s in a category c, and a title t
containing s, the text patterns are generated as:

1. Segment the title t into a word sequence.

2. Match the seed s in t, and replace s with the
slot “(.+?)”2.

3. Generate patterns that contain the slot as well
as words preceding and succeeding the slot
within a pre-defined window size. Several
patterns can be yielded in this way given dif-
ferent window sizes. We set the window size
to 2, 3, 4, and 5 in our experiment.

3.2.4 Hybrid Patterns
A url-text hybrid pattern (utp), combining both url
and text patterns, is defined as a 4-tuple: utp =
(up, tp, c, f), where up and tp are the url pattern
and text pattern respectively, c indicates the cate-
gory that utp belongs to, and f (scored by Eq.(6))
denotes the confidence of utp.

We use UTP to denote a set of utps, and use
UTPi to denote the UTP of the i-th category ci.
A hybrid pattern is more strict than a url pattern
and a text pattern separately. As we will show, the
NEs it can extract are of better quality and cover-
age.

3.3 Bootstrapping
As described in Algorithm 1, our method

GenerateUTP generates raw patterns (r UTP k)
with seeds (Seedsk−1) from web titles (WT) in
the k-th iteration. Likewise, raw NE instances
(r insk) are extracted by ExtractNE in the fol-
lowing steps. SelectUTP and SelectNE output
high quality patterns and NE instances respective-
ly. These two functions are based on MCL mech-
anism described in Section 3.4. During these pro-
cesses, each pattern is scored by Eq.(5) and is kept
if its score is above a threshold, and the instances
yielded in each iteration are ranked according to
Eq.(6), and those ranked in the top 1/k are select-
ed and added (with function AddSeeds) into the
seed set.

We use #(insk) to denote the number of in-
stances after the k-th iteration. The iterations will
terminate if #(insk)/#(insk−1) < η, where η is

2“(.+?)” is a regular expression used to extract arbitrary
strings
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Algorithm 1 Bootstrapping for NE Mining

Require:
Seeds0 for n categories: {S0

1 , S
0
2 , . . . , S

0
n}

webpage titles (WT);
iteration count k = 1;

Ensure:
1: while Terminate criterion is not met do
2: r UTP k = GenerateUTP (Seedsk−1,WT );
3: UTP k =

SelectUTP (r UTP k, Seedsk−1,WT );
4: r insk = ExtractNE(UTP k,WT );
5: insk = SelectNE(r insk);
6: Seedsk = AddSeeds(insk, Seedsk−1);
7: k = k + 1;
8: end while
9: return insk:Named entities for n categories
{NE1, NE2, . . . , NEn};

a threshold (η = 1.01 in our experiments). All
the extracted NEs after the last iteration are out-
put along with their confidence score computed
according to Equ.(6). One can set threshold w.r.t.
the confidence score, so as to select high-quality
named entities for certain applications.

3.4 Multiclass Collaborative Learning
(MCL)

In this section, we design collaborative learning
mechanism, which contains inter-class and intra-
class scoring criteria, to better control the quality
of the patterns and NE instances bootstrapped in
iterations.

3.4.1 Inter-class Scoring
If an NE of category ci can also be extracted with
patterns from other categories, it is likely that it is
noise, or at least is an ambiguous NE that is un-
suitable to be used as a seed of ci. Likewise, if a
pattern of class ci can also be generated by seeds
from other categories, this pattern is obviously not
a high-quality pattern for category ci. Thus, we
can score the patterns and seeds of the target cat-
egory with the help of the other classes, which is
termed “inter-class scoring”.

The inter-class score for patterns is defined as:

P1(ci|utp) =
P (ci)× P (utp|ci)∑
j P (cj)× P (utp|cj)

(1)

where: P (ci) = |Si|/|
⋃
Sj |, in which Si denotes

the seed set of category ci and | · |means the size

of a set. During initialization, we prepare approx-
imately the same number of seeds for each class.
P (utp|ci) = |Si(utp)|/|Si|, in which Si(utp) de-
notes the set of seeds in class ci which generate the
pattern utp.

The inter-class score for instances3 is defined
as:

P1(ci|s) =
P (ci)× P (s|ci)∑
j P (cj)× P (s|cj)

(2)

where: P (ci) is defined as above, and P (s|ci) =
Freqi(s)∑

s
′∈Si

Freqi(s
′ )

, Freqi(s) means the number of

ci’s patterns that can extract instance s, Si means
all instances of category ci.

3.4.2 Intra-class Scoring
Besides inter-class scoring, we also design an
intra-class scoring criterion. The basic hypothesis
is that, if a pattern generates a lot of instances that
cannot be recalled by other patterns in this class,
the pattern is likely to be incorrect.

For each class ci, and the set ofm patterns in the
current iteration UTPi = utp1

i , utp
2
i , . . . , utp

m
i ,

we compute the intra-class score for utp (say, utp
is the j-th pattern utpj

i ) as:

P2(ci|utp) =
|Si(utp) ∩ SH

i |
|Si(utp)|

(3)

where Si(utp) means the set of instances extracted
by utp in class ci, SH

i is a set of high-quality in-
stances extracted with all patterns in class ci. Here
“high-quality” is guaranteed by discarding the in-
stances with frequency lower than a threshold T .

Likewise, intra-class scoring can also be defined
for instances: the instances matching more pat-
terns in class ci are more likely to be correct in-
stances of this class. The intra-class score for a
seed s is computed as:

P2(ci|s) =
|UTPi(s)|
|UTPi|

(4)

where UTPi(s) denotes the set of patterns in class
ci that can extract instance s, while UTPi denotes
the set of all patterns in ci.

3.4.3 Linearly-combined Scoring
The final score for patterns and instances linearly
combines both inter- and intra-class scores as fol-
lows:

3we also use s to denote an instance generated during
bootstrapping.
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For patterns:

P (ci|utp) = λP1(ci|utp) + (1− λ)P2(ci|utp)
(5)

For instances:

P (ci|s) = λP1(ci|s) + (1− λ)P2(ci|s) (6)

In our experiments, λ is set to 0.5.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate our NE extraction method on five
classes, i.e., star, film, TV play, song, and PC
game. The reason to select these classes is that
they are among the most frequently searched in
search engines.

4.1 Experimental Data

In the experiments, we mainly evaluate the pro-
posed method on Chinese. However, we also test
the effectiveness of the method on English (Sec-
tion 5.3). We therefore prepare experimental data
for both languages.

We run our model on approximately 9.7 billion
Chinese web titles and 13 billion English web ti-
tles respectively. Chinese web titles were collect-
ed from high-quality webpages after spam filter-
ing and pageranking while English web titles were
taken from all of our crawled English webpages.
Note that, although the English corpus is larger
than the Chinese one, it is still noisy and more s-
parse, given the fact that there are much more En-
glish (56.6%) webpages than Chinese (4.5%) on
the whole internet4. The English titles are lower-
cased in preprocessing.

4.2 Metrics

We evaluate the methods based on precision (P ),
coverage (C), as well as the volume (V ) of the
extracted NEs. In particular, precision is defined
as the percentage of correct NEs of a given class
from the automatically extracted ones. Precision
is manually evaluated, in which we randomly sam-
ple 100 NEs from each resulting NE set of a given
class, and ask two annotators to independently an-
notate whether each extracted NE belongs to the
target class. The samples with different annota-
tions are then reviewed by both annotators to pro-
duce the final result.

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages used on the Internet

Recall is more difficult to assess. Inspired
by (Etzioni et al., 2004), we evaluate coverage a-
gainst benchmark NE repositories. More specifi-
cally, we select a popular website for each given
category in the corresponding language. For ex-
ample, we use IMDB as the benchmark NE repos-
itory for categories star, film and TV play in En-
glish. All of the websites for constructing bench-
mark data on both Chinese (CH) and English (EN)
are summarized in Table 1.

Class Website Vol
star yule.sohu.com/star 4,643
film mtime.com 25,457

CH TV play www.mtime.com 4,080
song music.baidu.com 126,127
PC game pc.pcgames.com.cn 7,711
star imdb.com/ 545,853
film imdb.com/ 160,188

EN tv play imdb.com/ 19,823
song spotify.com/ 171,270
pc game gamespot.com/pc 8,131

Table 1: Benchmark dataset

The benchmark NEs were extracted from
the websites using handcrafted patterns. Post-
processing is done for the Chinese data, including
discarding films and TV plays scored by only one
viewer and songs played no more than 10 times.
These filtering clues are extracted from the web-
sites along with the NEs. For the English data,
NEs are limited to those beginning with English
characters and consisting of only English charac-
ters and some specific symbols (′.− :, !#). Al-
l English NEs are lowercased. The last column of
Table 1 shows the statistics of the benchmark data.
Coverage is computed as the percentage of NEs in
a given benchmark set covered by the automatical-
ly extracted NEs. Please note that those websites
for constructing benchmark data are not used in
url patterns in the following experiments.

4.3 Results on Chinese

To extract Chinese NEs for the 5 examined class-
es, we first select 200 seeding NEs for each class.
These seeds are randomly sampled from the top-
5000 hot NEs for each class from Baidu5 query
logs. The results are shown in Table 2.

5www.baidu.com, the largest Chinese search engine in the
world.
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Category P C Chot Vol
star 0.99 0.85 0.90 7,630
film 0.95 0.76 0.86 24,183
TV play 0.92 0.82 0.93 21,655
song 0.96 0.12 0.33 11,011
PC game 0.96 0.50 0.75 14,049
average 0.96 0.61 0.75 15,706

Table 2: NEM results on the Chinese corpus

star film TV play song PC game

CH 0.52 0.53 0.86 0.11 0.79
EN 0.78 0.82 0.87 0.78 0.84

Table 3: Percentage of NEs out of benchmark dataset

As can be seen from the Table 2, the preci-
sion of the extracted NEs is pretty high, which ex-
ceeds 0.92 on all five classes. On the other hand,
the coverage varies across different classes. Espe-
cially, the coverage on songs is very low, which
is only 0.12. After observing the extraction pat-
terns, we found that the low coverage of songs
is mainly due to the complexity of the pattern-
s. Specifically, the titles of music websites usu-
ally contain not only the song’s name, but also the
singer’s name. For example, the title “R±÷-h
p&-(¿Õ,mp3�}-w�óP(Green Flow-
er Porcelain �Jay Chou �online audition mp3
download�kuwo music)” is from a music website
“www.kuwo.cn”, in which “R±÷(Green Flow-
er Porcelain)” is the song’s name, while “hp
&(Jay Chou)” is the singer’s name. The singer’s
name may seriously influence the generality of the
induced text patterns.

We further evaluate our method’s coverage of
hot NEs. Here an NE is deemed hot if its daily
search frequency is no less than 10 according to
our query logs. The fourth column (Chot) of Ta-
ble 2 depicts the results. We can see that the cov-
erage of hot NEs is evidently higher than that of
random NEs for all five categories. The volume of
extracted NEs for each class is listed in the last col-
umn of Table 2. Furthermore, row 1 of Table 3 de-
picts the percentage of the extracted Chinese NEs
that are out of the benchmark dataset, from which
we can see that our method actually mines a lot
of NEs that are not covered by the benchmark da-
ta. This demonstrates the importance of extracting
NEs from multiple websites.

4.4 Comparison Results

In this section, we compare our method with
the method proposed by (Paşca, 2007b). Paşca’s
method is guided by a small set of seed instances
for each class. The method extracts NEs from us-
er queries in 5 steps: (1) generating query patterns
matching the seed instances, (2) identifying candi-
date NEs using the patterns, (3) representing each
candidate NE with a vector of patterns extracting
it, (4) representing each class with a vector of pat-
terns extracting its seeds, (5) computing the sim-
ilarity between the representing vectors of each
candidate NE and the class, and ranking the can-
didate NEs according to the similarity. Extracting
NEs from query logs is a promising direction since
search queries reflect the netizen’s true require-
ments. In our experiments, we implement Paşca’s
method using our query log data, which contains
a total of 100 million Chinese queries from Baidu
search engine. The seeds used here are the same
as in our method.

Class P@500 P@5k P@all C

star 0.83 0.53 0.29 0.62
film 0.95 0.79 0.73 0.10

Paşca’s TV play 0.96 0.59 0.39 0.32
method song 0.98 0.92 0.86 0.12

PC game 0.73 0.34 0.11 0.28
average 0.89 0.63 0.48 0.29
star 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.85
film 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.76

Our TV play 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.82
method song 1.00 0.94 0.96 0.12

PC game 1.00 0.97 0.96 0.50
average 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.61

Table 4: Comparison with Paşca (2007b)’s method

We compare two methods based on precision at
different numbers of extracted NEs, by annotating
100 NEs out of the first 500, 5k and all respec-
tively, as well as coverage. The comparison re-
sults are shown in Table 4. We can find from the
result that our method significantly outperforms
Paşca’s in both precision and coverage (C). Espe-
cially, the precision of NEs extracted by Paşca’s
method sharply decreases when lower ranked NEs
are examined, whereas the quality of NEs extract-
ed by our method seems quite stable.
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5 Analysis

5.1 Analysis of Experiment Settings
This section analyzes the influence of the exper-
imental settings. We first introduce the perfor-
mance when using text pattern only, and then ex-
amine the contribution of the inter- and intra-class
scoring in the MCL learning. Finally, we show
how the performance varies with different number
of iterations. Table 5 shows the P@500, P@5k

Class P@500 P@5k P@all C
star 0.97 0.85 0.62 0.31
film 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.20
song 0.89 0.70 0.37 0.08
TV play 0.96 0.93 0.72 0.23
PC game 0.56 0.18 0.11 0.01

Table 5: Performance when using text pattern only

and P@all performance when only using text pat-
terns. The precision seems relatively good but
the coverage is generally low. The precision falls
rapidly as the number of selected NEs grows ex-
cept the category film. This table indicates that
url patterns play an important role in our method,
without which the quality of the extracted NEs
cannot be guaranteed.

Table 6 shows the P@500 and P@5k perfor-
mance of our method when we only use intra-class
or inter-class scoring in MCL learning. We can
find that there is a dramatic decrease in the perfor-
mance in both settings, suggesting that both inter-
class and intra-class scoring criterion are neces-
sary to guarantee the accuracy of the extracted
NEs, and they should be used together.

Table 7 shows the performance after 1, 3, and
5 iterations. The number of url patterns is al-
so listed along with precision and coverage. As
can be seen, the average precision only slightly
drops from 0.97 to 0.96 after 5 iterations, whereas
the average coverage increases significantly from
0.53 to 0.61. This is mainly because the extrac-
tion sources grow almost 3 times, from 314 url-
patterns to 1129 for each category on average.

5.2 Error Analysis
We have analyzed the erroneous NEs extracted by
our method. This paragraph analyzes errors re-
garding precision while the following paragraph
describes errors about recall. It turns out that am-
biguity is a main reason for the errors. We find

Category P@500 P@5k
Using star 0.11 0.36
only film 0.17 0.18
intra-class TV play 0.12 0.43
estimator song 0.09 0.12
in MCL PC game 0.43 0.10

average 0.18 0.24
Using star 0.07 0.08
only film 0.97 0.97
inter-class TV play 0.98 0.96
estimator song 0.25 0.35
in MCL PC game 0.75 0.79

average 0.60 0.63

Table 6: Performance when using only intra-class
or inter-class scoring in MCL

it quite common that an NE belongs to more than
one class. For example, a TV play might be adapt-
ed from a novel with the same name, a biographi-
cal film might be named after the protagonist, etc.
Statistics reveal that in “www.mtime.com”, which
is the benchmark data for extracting Chinese film-
s and TV plays in our work, 12.8% of the TV
plays have homonymic films in the same website,
while the percentage is 14% in its English counter-
part “www.imdb.com”. Our method suffers from
the ambiguity problem since the homonymic NEs
might yield url-text patterns belonging to other
classes, and thereby bring in noisy NEs.

Besides, as pointed out in Section 4.3, title com-
plexity is the main problem that hinders NE ex-
traction. Particularly, some titles contain more
than one NE, which makes it difficult to induce
text-patterns for a certain class from these titles.
Another reason leading to the mismatch of bench-
mark NEs is that some NEs have different forms
in different sources. For instance, we extract the
song “New Years Project”, but the correct form in
the benchmark data is “New Year’s Project”.

5.3 Language Adaptation

Our method is language-independent. This section
presents the evaluation in English. The English
data is described in Section 4.1. Table 8 shows the
performance of our method.
We can see from the table that the precision of
the extracted English NEs is also high. Compared
with Table 2 above, we can find that the coverage
of the English NEs is lower than that on Chinese.
However, the volume of the extracted NEs is al-
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#Iteration measure star film TV play song PC game average
Precision 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.92 0.97

1 Coverage 0.86 0.55 0.65 0.12 0.47 0.53
url-text patterns 296 437 387 243 207 314
Precision 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.91 0.95

3 Coverage 0.89 0.75 0.66 0.12 0.53 0.59
url-text patterns 745 2,041 1,525 324 659 1,059
Precision 0.99 0.95 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.96

5 Coverage 0.85 0.76 0.82 0.12 0.50 0.61
url-text patterns 791 2,101 1,593 325 835 1,129

Table 7: Performance for varying number of iterations

Category P C Vol
star 0.98 0.65 1,589,002
film 0.92 0.40 352,152
TV play 0.89 0.59 71,273
song 0.95 0.31 240,335
PC game 0.97 0.80 29,166
average 0.94 0.55 456,386

Table 8: Performance on English corpora

most 30 times larger. This is unsurprising, since
there are much more NEs written in English than
in Chinese on the internet. Given that the English
corpus used in our experiments is only 1.4 times
larger than the Chinese corpus, we believe that da-
ta sparseness might be a major cause of the low
coverage. Likewise, from the row 2 of Table 3, our
method also acquires a large proportion of NEs in
English which do not exist in the benchmark web-
sites.

To have a better understanding of the coverage
problem, we examined the cases not extracted with
our method. As we have analyzed the problem of
song, we randomly sampled 1000 NEs missed by
our method for the other 3 classes with low cover-
age on the Chinese test dataset, i.e., star, film, and
TV play. We then examined whether the missed
cases contain a lot of hot NEs according to the fol-
lowing heuristics: (1) If a star has no picture on
the imdb page, then it should not be deemed hot.
Our statistics show that 97.3% missed stars have
no pictures. (2) If a film’s duration is no longer
than one hour and the number of viewers grading
it on IMDB is less than 10, then the film should not
be hot. 90.6% missed films are not hot according
to this criterion. (3) Similar to film, if the number
of reviewers grading a TV play is less than 10, then

it is not hot. 69.9% of the missed TV plays are not
hot accordingly. On the whole, the above numbers
suggest that the NEs not covered by our method
are mostly unpopular ones, which may seldom be
used in real applications.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose to extract NEs from we-
b document titles using url-text hybrid pattern-
s. A multiclass collaborative learning mechanis-
m is introduced into the bootstrapping algorithm
to better perform the quality control. We evalu-
ate our method on five categories popular in real
applications, in both Chinese and English. The
results reveal that the precision and coverage (a-
gainst benchmark data) of the extracted NEs are
0.96 / 0.61 in Chinese, and 0.94 / 0.55 in En-
glish. Detailed analysis demonstrates that the url-
text hybrid patterns are superior to convention-
al text wrappers, and the multiclass collaborative
learning mechanism is effective. Further compar-
ison also shows that our method can significant-
ly outperform a representative method that learns
NEs from query logs.

Our future work will be carried out along two
directions, i.e. improving the text-pattern induc-
tion approach and testing the method in more other
languages.
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